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Abstract—Several test methodologies have been proposed to
evaluate the over-the-air (OTA) performance of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO)-enabled LTE devices. Reproducible
data throughput measurements as a function of downlink power
are very time consuming for faded radio channels. Thus only a
limited number of spatial channel parameters can be evaluated
characterizing the OTA performance of a user equipment (UE)
antenna system. We present a validation of the decomposition
method. This method allows an acceleration of OTA testing by
separating static and faded measurements using the two-channel
setup. It stands out from other methods due to its simplicity and
large quiet zone size for the UE. In this paper we show that it
is allowed to separate static and faded measurements. We show
the validation both by simulation results of a simplified MIMO
transmission system and by experiments on commercial LTE
devices. We present results for various correlation coefficients of
base station and UE antenna systems. We also show the validity of
the decomposition method with transmission systems employing
LTE reference antennas by simulation.
Index Terms—Antenna, Measurements, MIMO, LTE, OTA,
Simulations

Fig. 1. Two-channel setup for the decomposition method employing BSE
with baseband (BB) and upconversion, channel emulator, anechoic chamber,
turn table und test antennas for downlink (DL) and uplink (UL)

II. U SER E QUIPMENT (UE) P ERFORMANCE T ESTS
I. I NTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) devices have to be
characterized with respect to their performance in an over-theair (OTA) radio channel. OTA measurements complement the
tests done in conducted mode and include the user equipment
(UE) with its antennas, the RF components and the decoding
algorithms. Several methods have been proposed for such
measurements [1], [2]. In this paper we give a comprehensive
validation of the decomposition method, which is detailed in
[3]. The method utilizes static and faded measurements for
the final result. It uses the two-channel setup [4] presented
in Fig. 1. The Rohde & Schwarz CMW500 Wideband Radio
Communication Tester is used as a base station emulator
(BSE), and the Rohde & Schwarz SMW200A Vector Signal
Generator is used as a baseband fading simulator. The latter
is only used when fading of a radio channel is required. The
data throughput y is measured as a function of the power P
of the downlink signals DL1 and DL2 . The communication
antenna CA placed at fixed position ⌦0 is used to provide a
stable uplink (UL) signal from the UE to the BSE.

The performance of the UE has to be characterized in an
anechoic chamber at a set of I antenna constellations. A
constellation consists of the position of the test antennas TA1
and TA2 that are mounted on two independent ✓-positioners
with the employed linear polarization as well as the UE
placement on a -positioner. The ith constellation (i = 1, ...,
I) is defined in a spherical coordinate system by
⌦1,i = (

1,i , ✓1,i )

⌦2,i = (

2,i , ✓2,i )

(1)

with the subscripts 1 and 2 referring to TA1 and TA2 and the
linear polarizations p denoted by the unit vectors ~e and ~e✓
p1,i , p2,i 2 {~e , ~e✓ }

(2)

Total UE performance includes antenna, hardware and algorithmic performance. The antenna performance depends on the
antenna patterns, the antenna gain and the antenna coupling.
The algorithmic performance shows how well the UE can cope
with the transmission channel. Ideally, OTA performance measurements of wireless devices, including antenna performance
and algorithmic performance, are done at once. Nevertheless,
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Fig. 2. Determination of the decomposition method result from the individual
measurement results; “radiated faded” result (ideal)
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the drawback of this procedure is that it takes a long time. The
base station has to transmit a large amount of data to the UE at
every constellation to fully characterize the stochastic channel.
The decomposition method speeds up the performance tests
by splitting the antenna performance and the algorithmic tests
into a static and a dynamic part. Figure 2 shows the typical
result curves of the measurements, with relative throughput
versus downlink power. Figure 3 exhibits the block diagrams
of the different transmission scenarios. The complete simulation scenario for the result Prf,i,log (y) including fading and
antenna matrix is shown in Fig. 3(a). The subscript log denotes
logarithmic values. The scenario for Prf,i,log (y) is the ideal
one. To reach a certain throughput, the UE needs a certain
downlink power for the different transmission scenarios. The
authors explain the different scenarios in Sec. III.
The time consuming faded measurements have to be done
only once per complete UE performance measurement consisting of I constellations. The split results of the constellation
i can be combined to the “decomposition method” result of
the constellation i, which ideally delivers the same outcome
as a “radiated faded” measurement of the constellation i.
The decomposition method works perfectly if the transmission
matrices are ideally conditioned. We will show that in practice
the deviation di (y) is negligible in most applicable cases.
The decomposition method simply adds up the logarithmic
offset Po,log (y) to the logarithmic “antenna” scenario result
Pr,i,log (y) (Fig. 2). The hypothesis of equality between the
“radiated faded” result and the “decomposition method” result
will be verified in Sec. IV and Sec. V.
The decomposition method does not require a special functionality integrated in UE to record its radiation and phase
patterns of the antennas. This stands in contrast with other
splitting methods that emulate the UE antenna characteristics
in a channel emulator, like the two-stage method [1].
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Fig. 3. Simulation setups employed in the numerical simulations: “radiated
faded” (ideal) scenario (a) and necessary scenarios for applying the decomposition method (b), (c), (d)

The goal of our numerical simulations is to validate the
decomposition method using a transmission system on link
level in the physical layer. The downlink situation from the
BSE to the UE is modeled for a 2 ⇥ 2 MIMO system.
We perform the simulations in MATLAB and compare the
decomposition method results Pd,i,log (y) to the radiated faded
results Prf,i,log (y). We investigate the hypothesis that the
decomposition result Pd,i,log (y) and the “radiated faded” result
Prf,i,log (y) are equal.
The number of the investigated constellation is denoted
by the variable i. The measurement setups are mapped to
matrix equations employed in the simulations, as depicted in
Fig. 3. The decomposition method combines the results of
three transmission schemes to calculate Pd,i,log (y):
•

•

•

identity matrix (Fig. 3(d)) to calculate the “baseline”
result PcI,log (y): the UE has a conducted connection to
the base station, no fading is applied.
fading channel (Fig. 3(c)) to calculate the “channel” result
Pcf,log (y): the UE has a conducted connection to the base
station, fading is applied.
receiving antenna matrix (Fig. 3(b)) to calculate the
“antenna” result Pr,i,log (y): the UE has a radiated static
connection to the base station, no fading is applied. This
is the radiated static model describing the two-channel
method without fading.

TABLE I
A NTENNA MATRICES WITH DIFFERENT COUPLING AND CONDITION
NUMBER
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Fig. 4. Relative Throughput vs. downlink power curves to calculate the
“decomposition method” result. Comparison to the “radiated faded” result
curve for an antenna condition number =25 dB. DLSCH processing applied,
non ideal channel estimation, ICD/ZF receiver. Deviation di (y) is almost zero.

The channel matrix H̃ch describes a 2 ⇥ 2 MIMO channel with flat fading, complex Gaussian distributed elements
h̃ch,ij i, j 2 {1, 2}, resulting in a Rayleigh amplitude
distribution and independent and identically distributed (IID)
phase between 0 and 2⇡. The channel matrix elements h̃ch,ij
are uncorrelated with each other

h̃
h̃ch,12
H̃ch = ch,11
(3)
h̃ch,21 h̃ch,22

The complex Gaussian distribution uses a standard deviation
of
= 1. The author employs an amplitude scaling factor
A = 0.2263 to have a lower power gain of channel matrix
in comparison to the wired transmission
 represented by an
1 0
identity matrix as channel matrix Hch =
. This reflects
0 1
the physical fact, that a lossless wired transmission has to have
higher power gain than a transmission over a wireless channel
Hch [9].
Hch = A H̃ch

(4)

The BSE antennas are represented by an identity matrix with
dimension 2⇥2, they do not have influence on the transmission
and are not represented in the equations. The matrix Hant
is representing the complex E-field pattern of the receiving
antenna [6].

h
hant,12
Hant = ant,11
(5)
hant,21 hant,22

The antenna matrices Hant are normalized to a squared Frobenius Norm (SQFN) of 2, which corresponds to the power
gain of an identity matrix. Table I shows the matrices Hant .
The condition number lin of the antenna matrix Hant can be
calculated with the ratio of the maximum to the minimum
eigenvalue of the matrix in linear terms
lin =

max / min

(6)

 = 20 log10 (

max / min )

(7)

Described in mathematical terms, the decomposition method
result Pd,i,log (y) for each constellation i of the test antenna
and the UE positions {i 2 1, 2, . . . , I} is calculated from
the radiated result Pr,i,log (y) (“antenna” curve) using the static
channel model and the sensitivity offset Po,log (y)
Pd,i,log (y) = Pr,i,log (y) + Po,log (y)

(8)

The sensitivity offset Po,log (y) depends on the difference
between the radiated results with radiated faded Prf,i,log (y)
and radiated static Pr,i,log (y) channel models. Alternatively
the offset Po,log (y) can be determined from conducted faded
Pcf,log (y) (“channel” result) and conducted static PcI,log (y)
measurements (“baseline” result), if the UE provides access
to its RF ports. We use an identity matrix as radio channel
to determine PcI,log (y). The conducted method is used in the
simulation part of this paper.
It is essential to note that the offset Po,log (y) is constant
for all constellations of the radiated tests, no matter how it is
determined, conducted or radiated
Po,log (y) = Prf,i,log (y)
Pcf,log (y)

Pr,i,log (y) =

PcI,log (y) = const

(9)

We define the deviation di (y) as the difference between
the “radiated faded” result Prf,i,log (y) and the “decomposition
method” result Pd,i,log (y) for the ith constellation.
di (y) = Pd,i,log (y)

Prf,i,log (y)

(10)

The smaller the deviation, the better the decomposition
method is working. If there is no correlation between the
MIMO sub-channels, the simulation shows that the decomposition method works perfectly, as depicted in Sec. IV.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Varying the receive antenna condition number
Figure 4 shows a typical simulation result for a receive
antenna condition number  = 25 dB. It contains all necessary
curves to compute the decomposition method result. The
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Fig. 5. Deviation di vs. log. receive antenna condition number, with different
transmission settings, DLSCH processing on/off, ideal/non-ideal channel estimation, ICD/ZF or MMSE receiving algorithm, uncorrelated rayleigh fading
channel matrix at a relative throughput of 70 %.

picture also shows the “radiated faded” result curve that is
used to calculate the deviation di (y), as given in (10). The
set of result curves in Fig. 4 is a realistic simulation result
of the curves schematically explained curves in Fig. 2. With
increasing downlink power, also the relative throughput is
rising, until its maximum value of 1. We simulated 5000
realizations of the channel matrix Hch .
The “channel” curve does not rise as fast as the “baseline”
or “antenna” curve due to the distribution characteristics of
the channel matrix, shown in (3) and (4). Transmission matrices Hch and antenna matrices Hant with condition numbers
bigger than 0 dB add correlation between the two MIMO subchannels. This correlation degrades the performance of the
transmission system. Figure 4 exhibits the “antenna” curve
as an exact right shifted copy of the “baseline” curve. The
“decomposition method” curve is congruent with the “radiated
faded” curve, as desired.
Figure 5 shows the deviation di (y) over the log. receive
antenna matrix condition number . In general, the higher ,
the bigger is the absolute deviation |di (y)|.
The authors did several different simulations, including
downlink shared channel processing (DLSCH) with turbo
coding and rate matching and non-ideal channel estimation.
These are crucial components of the Long Term Evolution
(LTE) standard. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) is not included, as only frequency flat channels have
been regarded. This consideration is valid, as the OFDM
subcarrier bandwidths are very small (15 kHz) and of flat
fading nature.
We achieve the best results using inverse channel detector

Fig. 6. Sample LTE reference antenna for LTE band 13 (751 MHz) [7], which
can be connected to different UEs.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of antenna condition number  and mean log. value by
̄ for (a) “good” and (b) “nominal” and (c) “bad” UE reference antenna

/ zero forcing (ICD/ZF) receivers and DLSCH processing.
The absolute deviation |di (y)| is below 0.2 dB. If no DLSCH
processing is applied, the absolute deviation |di (y)| is slightly
bigger, still it is within 0.8 dB. A minimum mean square error
(MMSE) receiver causes bigger absolute deviation |di (y)|.
With applied DLSCH processing |di (y)| is below 1 dB, and
without DLSCH processing |di (y)| is below 3 dB.
B. Using a Reference Antenna
These maximum deviations given in Fig. 5 are showing the
worst case only, which will not occur in practice. Wireless
equipment manufacturers will not implement intentionally
very bad antennas, resulting in high antenna condition numbers. To provide a more realistic scenario, we investigate
the deviations of transmission systems using the reference
antenna patterns “good”, “nominal”, “bad” (Fig. 6) [7]. These
reference antennas have been designed with different antenna
characteristics in order to allow comparing different MIMO
test methods independent of real UE antennas.
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TABLE II
¯ FOR A TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
M EAN LOGARITHMIC DEVIATIONS d(y)
EMPLOYING “ GOOD ”, “ NOMINAL ” OR “ BAD ” REFERENCE ANTENNAS ;
DLSCH PROCESSING IS ON OR OFF ; IDEAL CHANNEL ESTIMATION IS
ALSO ON OR OFF ; EMPLOYED RECEIVER TYPES ARE ICD/ZF OR MMSE.

DLSCH proc.
off
off
on
on
off
off
on
on

ideal ch. e.
off
on
off
on
off
on
off
on

rec. type
ICD/ZF
ICD/ZF
ICD/ZF
ICD/ZF
MMSE
MMSE
MMSE
MMSE

mean log.
“good”
- 0.19
-0.25
0.09
0.13
-1.40
-1.39
-0.53
-0.61

¯
deviation d(y)
/dB
“nom.”
“bad”
-0.23
-0.26
-0.26
-0.29
0.1
0.1
0.13
0.13
-1.53
-1.77
-1.49
-1.65
-0.56
-0.66
-0.64
-0.71

We calculate the receive antenna condition numbers for all
128 antenna constellations as given in [5]. The three types of
reference antennas show certain condition numbers over the
constellations, shown in the histograms in Fig. 7.
The antennas show a clear trend of a rising mean log.
condition number ̄ going from the “good” over the “nominal”
to the “bad” antenna. This trend reflects the design intention.
The purpose was to have different antennas for a variety
of correlations and for methodology comparison. Figure 8
presents the histograms of the deviation di (y) for all constellations including the logarithmic mean value of di (y) called
¯
d(y).
Table II exhibits the different mean logarithmic deviations
¯ for different parameters. DLSCH processing, ideal chand(y)
nel estimation are switched on and off and the receiver type
is changed between ICD/ZF and MMSE. Even for the case of
highly correlated UE antennas (“bad” antenna), the absolute
¯
mean deviation |d(y)|
is only around 0.3 dB for ICD/ZF
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receivers and 1.77 dB for MMSE receivers.
¯
This system-immanent absolute mean deviation |d(y)|
is sufficiently low for practical RF measurement systems. The
authors also observed low deviations between the decomposition method results and the faded radiated measurement
results in real OTA tests. This illustrates the validity of the
decomposition method.
V. P RACTICAL OTA T EST OF A MIMO D EVICE
Figure 10 shows the experimental results of three commercial LTE devices at two frequency division duplex (FDD) LTE
bands, namely band 17 (740 MHz) and band 4 (2132.5 MHz).
The authors employ the same BSE settings to realize a MIMO
2 ⇥ 2 open loop spatial multiplexing for an LTE FDD signal
[5]. Throughput measurements for radiated faded Prf,i,log and
radiated static Pr,i,log tests are evaluated correspondingly with
20000 and 400 LTE subframes. Therefore up to 50-fold
test time reduction can be gained using the decomposition
method when the duration of the positioner movement, the
data transfer and the extraction of the offset Po,log (y) curve
are neglected. Three generations of LTE devices can be
differentiated by their different colors in the diagram. The UE
A is the newest and the UE C is the oldest device. We tested all
the UEs in an anechoic chamber employing the setup of Fig.
1 at 32 constellations being a subset of a larger set presented
in [4]. We placed the UE in the center of the quiet zone. This
is a certain volume in the anechoic chamber centered at the
intersection of the positioners rotation axes. We perform both
the decomposition and the radiated faded measurements with
different transmission channel models than in the simulation.
Tapped delay models are employed: Urban Micro (UMi) and
Urban Macro (UMa). These models are proposed for OTA

testing of UEs by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) [1].

Fig. 10. Deviations di (y) for three UEs, two channel models and two LTE
bands. The mean deviations d¯ and the standard deviations d are given for
each measurement case

We calculate the deviations di (y) according to (10) for 32
constellations and measurement cases and show them in Fig.
10. The lower band results FDD17 are not presented for the
older devices UE B and UE C since either establishing a call
is not possible or the results are not reproducible. The mean
values d¯ and the standard deviations d are typically around
1 dB. The deviations di (y) typically decrease together with
lowering of the sensitivity level Pd,i,log (y). This trend correlates to the simulation results presented in Fig. 5, although the
simulated deviations are usually negative.
The good agreement observed in Fig.10 over a wide range
of antenna systems shows justification for the decomposition
method within the limits of measurement uncertainty and
reproducibility.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We validated the hypothesis to separate faded from static
measurements by simulations and measurements over a broad
range of UE antenna systems for a wide range of applications.
The validation by simulation was done for flat frequency
fading channels, as OFDM systems have a narrow bandwidth
for each single carrier (e.g. 15 kHz in the case of LTE). This
allows to consider the transmission channels as flat fading. The
agreement of the decomposition method and faded radiated
results both in real OTA measurements and even better in
simulations not only confirms the validity of the decomposition method, but also the validity of the simplifications in
the simulation assuming flat fading channels.
The simulation results confirmed the plausibility of the
decomposition method, which enables up to 50 times faster
evaluation by quick testing of the antenna performance using
static channel models. Thus it is possible to evaluate UE
antenna systems over a larger set of spatial parameters of
incident DL (downlink) signals.
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